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With OceanCaps™, surf on the rising
“marine concept” trend!
Water: the powerful ultimate source
Having realized the needs of the modern way of life, Capsugel has developed this new
product to meet growing consumer’s expectations, especially as far as lifestyle and
environment are concerned.
The pursuit of serenity, natural beauty and equilibrium are behind the extraordinary
growth of water-related therapies such as spa treatments and marine ﬁtness sanctuaries.
These strong consumer motivations, not to mention the well-established health beneﬁts of
seafood diets and ﬁsh oil consumption, are also creating growth opportunities for
marine-based dietary supplements. ( For example, Capsugel has identiﬁed on
the market the growing of marine products like Omega 3 market, which will grow at rates
of 8% on average to 2010).

Make waves in your markets with
OceanCaps™ capsules!
Differentiate your products with these appealing
consumer benefits:
Odourless and tasteless capsule shell.
Health: made from farmed ﬁsh skin protein, non mammalian origin.
Lifestyle: approved by pesco-vegetarian diets and speciﬁc food requirement.
Ethic: using the whole ﬁsh to avoid sea plundering is a strong argument for most
consumers who deeply feel concerned by health and nature, taking care of natural
resources.

OceanCaps

™

OceanCaps™, a “marine origin”
concept to open new horizons
OceanCaps™ capsules are exclusively made of certiﬁed origin ﬁsh gelatin, and so they are naturally
dedicated to a wide product range based on marine actives (krill oil, omega 3, algae, etc.).

Proposals for your “all marine products”:
Slimming: algae extract, omega 3,
OceanCaps™ capsules.

Joint health: green lip mussel extract,
omega 3, OceanCaps™ capsules.

Cognitive function: magnesium
Peptidea®, omega 3, OceanCaps™ capsules.

Skin protection: betacoten, marine hydrolyzed collagen, omega 3, OceanCaps™
capsules.

OceanCaps™, the best of the sea
in a hard capsule
Technical stopover...

Conception : Latitude • LIT200703002E

Excellent machinability.
Nice transparency: the appearance of the capsule itself is known to impact the user’s
perception, especially in the health and the food supplements market.
High quality: it is produced and packaged under GMP conditions.
Great versatility: the dosage form is adapted to many liquid, pasty and powdered formulations.

Reference

OceanCaps™

Capsule type

gelatin from farmed ﬁsh

Sizes

#0, #1

Colours

we can offer various colours, contact us for your project

Marketing

can be marketed in Europe and Japan for pharmaceutical products,
as well as in US, Japan and Europe for food supplements

Build your marine liquid concept with Licaps®
Capsugel uses an innovative technology that provides secure sealing of the capsules.
Licaps® sealed area is larger than banded area on conventional liquid-ﬁlled capsules.
That’s why they are perfectly adapted to contain liquid formulations and why Capsugel
recommends Licaps® for liquid formulations like ﬁsh oil.
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